Special Purpose Vehicles Designed & Built to Meet Your Needs

All vehicles now on GSA!

www.sirchie.com
Why work with the Sirchie Vehicle team?
• Extensive manufacturing, design, and sales experience and expertise to guide you through the whole process
• We view our customers as partners and provide lifetime technical phone support
• Track record of repeat customers based on our service and quality of our solutions
• Ability to help extend the life cycle of your valuable vehicle assets through upgrade, refurbishing, and repurposing projects
• Single source provider of products, vehicles, and training to ensure overall quality of your experience
• Assistance with navigating funding and grant writing processes to help you secure the capital for your project

Recent Projects

St. Petersburg PD Evidence Collection Vehicle:
Complete walk-in mobile crime lab with exterior lighting, and awning.

Delaware State Police Mobile Command Center:
Exterior, interior, space, and technology (including a touch-screen table) upgrades, Mobile Command and Negotiations Unit for Delaware State Police.

Contact us today to discuss your vehicle needs at 1.800.356.7311 and sales@sirchie.com.

About GSA...
A GSA Contract price is pre-negotiated with the federal government. Under the Co-Operative Purchase Program, these products can be purchased by any State, County, or Municipal agency at the same pre-negotiated price eliminating the bid process. Contact Sirchie at 800.356.7311 or sales@sirchie.com.
Give Your Existing Vehicle New Life!
Whether you have a seized vehicle that you would like to repurpose or a department vehicle with low mileage, high usage, Sirchie has the expertise and experience to breathe new life into your valuable vehicle assets.
With hundreds of projects completed, our team of skilled mechanics and tradesmen can perform expert updates to the interior and/or exterior of your vehicle. We will deliver the right solution and make it a simple, pain-free process for you. We have reconfigured evidence collection, surveillance vehicles, mobile command vehicles, hostage negotiation, alcohol enforcement vehicles, and more.

**Technology updates.** Outdated technology can hold you back. We can work with you to upgrade your technology and reconfigure vehicle space to fit new technology.

**Exterior upgrades.** Technology, storage, accessories, lighting, cameras, rooftop observation decks, awnings, and more. We can handle whatever you need on the exterior of your vehicle to maximize the use of this real estate. Consult with us on your needs and we will design and execute your solution.

**More Room.** Add additional square footage to the interior of your vehicle with motorized bumpouts. This much needed space can help extend the utility of your vehicle.

**Interior upgrades.** Use your vehicle space more effectively and modernize your interior with new finishes and furniture.

**Repurpose.** Your department can take a seized vehicle or valuable asset that is being underused and breathe new life into it. There is no limit to what the Sirchie team can do for you. Contact us to discuss your project today.
Investigate with Confidence in a Sirchie Evidence Collection Vehicle

You have enough to worry about during an investigation. Let Sirchie provide you a turnkey vehicle that gets your team and your tools to the scene safely and ready to work. With packages ranging from SUVs and Transit Connects to large trucks, we have the right combination of work space, storage, tools, and technology for your needs.

Popular Evidence Collection Vehicle platforms:
• Trucks: Ford F450, Ford F650,
• Vans: Chevy Express, Ford Transit, Ford Transit Connect, Mercedes Sprinter
• SUVs: Expedition, Explorer, Tahoe

Popular options:
• Durable, contaminant-free, non-porous interiors and workstation processing areas
• Report writing desks
• Adjustable shelving
• Lockable evidence storage cabinets
• Portable generators
• Climate control systems
• On-board refrigerators
• Rooftop observation decks
• Awnings
• Exterior lighting and video packages
• And more
Vehicle Kits for your Existing Department Vehicles

Sirchie offers the ECM100 SUV Evidence Collection Module that can be bolted into your existing SUV including popular Ford, Chevy, and Dodge SUVs. We also offer the VBS100 Van-Based Shelving Package that can be used to optimize organization in your existing vans. Customers have the option of purchasing their vehicle kit with a full range of Sirchie Evidence Collection and Investigation Kits.

Make your vehicle dual use: We offer combination Evidence Collection/Mobile Command vehicles.
Maximize Safety while Transporting Prisoners with Sirchie Prisoner Transport Solutions

Transporting prisoners can be a dangerous mission. Sirchie enhances the safety of your officers by delivering turnkey prisoner transport solutions that keep your prisoners secure and contained with seat belts. A set of interior doors provides additional security. Sirchie offers two and three section options for transport of maximum security prisoners. We also offer two, three, and four Video Camera packages to ensure officer safety.

Prisoner Transport Platforms include:
- Vans: Chevy Express, Ford Transit
- Trucks: Low-profile for tight sally ports

Popular options:
- Preventative design measures against airborne pathogens to officers
- Fold-down rear steps to accommodate leg shackles
- Lockable exterior storage for prisoner property bags
- Lockable inner security doors
- Video Monitoring packages

Additional solutions for Prisoner Transport:
- Video Monitoring Packages that can be installed in existing department vehicles. Available in 2, 3, or 4 camera packages.
Versatile Mobile Command Vehicles that Help You Command Every Scene

Situations, scenes, and events require a commanding presence. Sirchie Mobile Command Vehicles provide the space and modern technology you need to execute your mission. With decades of experience and expertise, our team will listen to your needs and deliver the right solution to meet your specifications with an optimized layout and technology.

Popular options:

**Interior:**
- Communications and computer systems (whether department-provided or sourced through Sirchie)
  - VSAT satellite, radio, land line phone accommodations, cellular systems
  - Satellite Television, video
- Comfort and space
  - Conference area with removable conference tables
  - Radio operator positions
  - On-board galley with sink and refrigerator
  - Complete climate control
  - Motorized Bumpouts to increase space

**Exterior:**
- Exterior lighting
- Telescopic masts with long range video systems
- Video cameras
- Awnings
- Rooftop observation desks

**Vehicle Platforms:**
- Popular F550, F450, F650, and Freightliner options
- Four-wheel drive and heavy-duty chassis options for rough terrain or inclement weather

*Combination Mobile Command/Evidence Collection Vehicles also available*
**Alcohol Enforcement (DUI)**

*Take Dangerous Motorists Off the Streets with Sirchie DUI Enforcement Vehicles*

Alcohol use and abuse is one of the leading causes of arrests in the U.S. Sirchie Mobile DUI Enforcement Vehicles are designed to help you deploy easily for sobriety checkpoints and/or for mobile processing and booking at large public events. Sirchie DUI vehicles are equipped with holding areas for detainees while testing is being conducted. Additional safety measures include a handcuff bar at the suspect seat/processing area.

**DUI Vehicle Platforms include:**
- **Trucks:** Ford F450, F550, F650
- **Vans:** Chevy Express, Ford Transit

**Popular options:**
- Configurations for interview, breath testing, and processing areas
- 120V AC and 12V DC stable and filtered power for breath alcohol testing equipment, laptops, etc.
- Climate control systems
- Holding cell with interior and exterior access
- Rear observation system
- Scene and emergency lighting
- Dual power refrigerator
- Video monitoring and recording system for testing area and holding cell
- Exterior video monitoring systems
- Exterior storage compartments

Make your vehicle dual use: we offer a combination DUI Enforcement/Mobile Command Vehicle.
Get the Jump on Your Targets with Sirchie Rapid Deployment Vehicles

Departments around the world use Sirchie Rapid Deployment Vehicles to get their teams and equipment safely to the scene and get a jump on dangerous targets. We design vehicles with comfortable interiors to transport teams, storage compartments for tactical gear, and easy exit via rear step bumpers.

Rapid Deployment Vehicle Platforms include:
- Ford F450 trucks, Ford Transit vans
- Chevy Express vans
- Mercedes Sprinters

Popular options:
- Durable diamond plate finish bench seats with built-in storage underneath
- Heavy duty, no slip industrial rubber flooring
- Tactical red/white lighting
- Dark tint windows with removable black out pads
- Perimeter camera system with bulkhead mounted monitor
- Exterior Storage
- Secured seating
- Heavy duty removable step
- Discreet emergency lighting, grill, and marker lamps for missions that require the element of surprise
Command Every Scene with Sirchie SWAT Vehicles

SWAT missions involve high-energy, dangerous scenes where your team needs to focus on their targets. Sirchie SWAT vehicles are designed to get your team and their equipment safely and efficiently to the incident. Comfortable interiors and efficient placement of technology and equipment allows your team to discuss strategy and prepare with precision while in transit. Depending on your needs, our larger SWAT vehicles provide floor plans and working areas that are expansive and can be equipped as secondary command posts to extend vehicle use.

Popular SWAT Platforms:
- Ford F450, F550, F650 trucks, & Ford Transit vans
- Freightliner trucks

Popular options:
- Locking ammo storage cabinet
- Custom weapons storage applications
- Individual team lockers for personal gear
- General turnout lockers for storage of bunkers and shields
- Bright LED lighting
- Durable FRP panel walls and ceiling
- Operations desk/chair
- Overhead cabinetry for small items
- Climate controlled interior
- Additional storage under bench seats
- Onboard generator fueled directly from vehicle fuel tank
- Red/white tactical lighting
- And more
Eliminate Uncertainty on Your Journey with Sirchie Bomb Response Vehicles

Scenes that involve explosive devices involve incredible tension. Sirchie bomb response vehicles are designed to safely house and transport the team and their specialty equipment to these dangerous situations so they can focus on their critical mission ahead. Customized to handle the weight of your bomb response equipment, our vehicles can be designed with long operations areas that provide functional workspace and ample storage for you at the scene.

**Popular options:**
- Heavy duty steel frame cabinets to support the weight of bomb suits and blankets
- Electric air circulation for bomb suit lockets to keep suits dry
- Heavy duty aluminum ramps for bomb robot loading and unloading
- Dockside/Shore power input and onboard industrial generator
- Roof-mounted air conditioning
- Portable halogen floodlights with extension cords for scene lighting
- Underbody storage
- Bomb robot ramp or hydraulic lift
- Ability for containment trailers and large heavier bomb robots

Popular Bomb Response platforms include Ford F450 and Ford F650 trucks.
Perform Your Underwater Mission with Confidence via a Sirchie Underwater Rescue Vehicle

The growing use of waterways in major cities and remote locations for transportation and recreation, increases the likelihood of underwater rescue missions. The right vehicle can make all the difference in increased success for underwater rescue dive teams.

Popular Underwater Rescue Platforms:
- Ford F450 and F550 trucks, Transit vans
- Trailers

Popular options:
- Safe, sturdy upright SCUBA storage
- Corrosion resistant, welded aluminum cabinetry
- “Through cabinet” power ventilation
- Locker-style wet suit storage with ventilation
- Air conditioned and heated changing area
- V-sloped flooring for drainage and non-slip cover with center drainage
- Dry storage/communications/reporting area
- Instant command and communications capability
Focus on Your Negotiations in Sirchie Hostage Negotiation Vehicles

Hostage negotiations are tense, often lengthy scenes, where the negotiation team needs an environment that helps to reduce the stress level and allows them to focus on commanding the mission. Sirchie creates this environment in our Hostage Negotiation Vehicles that follow FBI-protocol for hostage negotiation with specific mission-focused areas. Created with the right combination of communications and audio recording equipment, our vehicles integrate police radio, cellular and throw phones, and any other needed technology. We often integrate department-supplied equipment into climate controlled interiors with basic amenities (microwave, refrigerator, etc.) for long missions.

Popular options:

- Operations desk for intelligence officers
- Separate seating area for coach and negotiator
- Dry erase message boards accessible to all three positions
- Insulated and sound-deadened interior
- Front privacy curtain and rear bulkhead to control entry into negotiation area
- Interior and exterior phone jacks for hostage communications
- Onboard generator
- Removable blackout pad on side entry door window to eliminate distractions

Popular platforms: Ford F450, Ford F650 trucks
Process Arson Scenes with Confidence

Fire and arson scenes can be some of the most difficult scenes to process with potential evidence that is partially destroyed and possibly dangerous from power and chemicals. Sirchie Arson Investigation Vehicles are designed to transport your team and the critical tools needed to process these scenes safely and efficiently. We offer well ventilated, compartmentalized storage that allows you to maintain the integrity of your tools and investigations with comfortable work areas that are designed for lengthy missions. Our fire and arson vehicles are customized to your unique needs, whether urban, rural, or somewhere in between.

Popular platforms:
- Ford F450, F550, F650 trucks, Ford Transit vans
- Chevy Express vans
- Trailers

Popular options:
- Direct walk-through access from the cab to the lab area
- Laboratory-style interior
- Lockable evidence storage
- Large work areas
- Report writing desk
- Wash-up sink
- Onboard generator
- Emergency scene lighting
- Rooftop observation deck and ladder package
- High-powered scene lighting
- Awnings
- Motorized bumpouts
**Blending your vehicle with your scenario**

Blending into your surroundings is critical to conducting covert surveillance missions. Sirchie understands this need and delivers vehicles that include the latest surveillance technology and blend seamlessly into their surroundings. We help you to command every scene and gather the important information you need.

Our experts can repurpose any current vehicle in your fleet, department-seized, or donated vehicle into a surveillance vehicle. For new turnkey packages, our most popular platforms for disguised surveillance vehicles are pictured below. Sirchie Surveillance vehicles can be equipped with IP technology to conduct manned or unmanned operations with the ability to review and control the cameras via secure Internet connection giving you the flexibility that your mission requires at the time.

In addition, our vehicles can be integrated with other Sirchie Surveillance solutions to form a network for larger scale surveillance missions. Contact us today to discuss your needs and we will deliver the right surveillance solution to you.

*We can turn nearly anything into a surveillance vehicle, but our most popular customizations are:*

**MSV500D**

**MSV500D/RV**

**MSV200MINI**

**SUV5000**

**MSV500U**
Forensic Training Programs
Held at our Training Facility in Youngsville, NC

Evidence Collection Course
This Monday through Friday (32 credit hours) course covers state-of-the-art techniques and methods of identifying, recording, collection, preserving and transporting physical evidence. The program features "hands-on" use of equipment and materials to achieve a thorough and comprehensive understanding of the evidence collection mission.

Bloodstain Pattern Documentation
This 4-day course introduces participants to the nature and value of bloodstain pattern evidence; teaching the student to recognize basic pattern types and demonstrating through practical exercise the Roadmapping method of documenting bloodstain pattern evidence.

Comprehensive Crime Scene Photography
This 5-day course is designed for all personnel in the judicial process who are charged with taking crime scene photographs and/or presenting the images in judicial and administrative proceedings. Students will leave the course with a high-level of understanding of digital cameras, techniques for capturing quality images under various conditions, and acceptable standards for documenting crime scenes and physical evidence via photography.

Footwear Impressions Phase 1 Detection, Recovery and Identification
In this course, the student will get hands-on training for the proper processing, photographing, lifting, casting, and preservation of footwear impression evidence. Footwear manufacturing techniques and the preparation of known exemplars will be demonstrated and conducted. Students will have the opportunity to conduct numerous footwear practical exercises to illustrate information presented in class.

Footwear Impressions Phase 2 Examination, Comparison and Identification
Must have completed Phase 1 or equivalent to attend. In this course, the student will get hands-on training in the comparison of footwear impression evidence. This class is designed primarily to allow footwear examiners the opportunity to conduct countless practical exercises in the examination, comparison and identification of footwear evidence.

Introduction to the Science of Fingerprints
The student will learn fundamental techniques of fingerprint pattern interpretation and how this information is used to accurately classify, compare, and identify fingerprints.

Basic Latent Fingerprint Comparison
Combining lecture and latent print practical exercises, the emphasis in this course is placed on print orientation to improve each student’s comparison skills. Exercises are designed to provide the student with real life case work training experience.

Advanced Latent Ridgeology
Combining lecture and latent print practical exercises, emphasis is placed on comparison techniques for comparing difficult and complex latent finger and palm prints. Exercises are designed to provide the student with real life case work training experience.

Advanced Latent Palm Print Comparison
Many students have expressed the difficulty in comparing latent palm prints and asked for a course that addresses this and simulates routine case work type training. This course was developed to meet these needs through combining lecture and latent print practical exercises.

Mastering the IAI Latent Print Exam
Examiners who are preparing to take the Latent Print Certification exam are often concerned with the comparison phase of the exam. Their concerns center on running out of time and not completing the necessary 12 identifications in the allotted 8 hours. This class is offered to help latent examiners overcome this fear.

Comprehensive Advanced Latent Print Comparison
This class was developed to help improve latent comparison competency and knowledge whether you are already a Certified Latent Print Examiner or if you are preparing to take the exam in the near future. A broad and exhaustive level of complex latent print exercises were carefully compiled to improve the level of expertise for examiners.

Forensic Firearm and Toolmark Identification and Shooting Reconstruction
This advanced course/seminar will introduce the students to the methods used by firearm and toolmark examiners in the examination of large caliber fired bullets such as .45 caliber, various rifle and various shotshell components; large caliber cartridge cases and various types of toolmarks including pry bars, screwdrivers, knives and cutting type tools.

For class schedule and to register call 800.356.7311 or go to http://www.sirchie.com/training.html